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CRT TICKETS
OUT OF THE BRG

Congratulations
1996 Graduates!!

Chatham Area Transit (CAT) t ickets are no longer avail
able for purchase at the Student Activities Office. Re
sponse to the discount ticket service, established by the
SGA l ast year, was so overwhelming that proper man
agement of the program would require an inordinate
amount of time by the office staff. Since the college re
ceives no proceeds from these sales, the service has been
discontinued. Students, faculty and staff who need cou
pon books may purchase them from Publix.

INSIDE THIS ISSUE
Dr.Wctlher recounts
ber trip to India!
A student expresses her
opinions on Anti-abor
tionist propaganda

Results of the Inkwell
Survey on College Life

Dr. Robert Burnett, Governor Zell Miller, SGA President Pam Aubrey and Alderman George
Zetler participate in the groundbreaking ceremonies for the new Academic and Law En
forcement Building at Armstrong State College. The 84,400 square foot building will house
22 general classrooms, three tiered lecture halls, conference rooms, and 94 faculty and staff
offices. The building will be the site for the Criminal Justice Training Center, provide labo
ratory and instructional space for Physical Therapy and Radiologic Technologies,and will
also house a distance learning center to link ASC with other facilities throughout the state.

ASC's Women's
seam Wins Second
division JJ TMe
Report from the Chair of the
Board of Regents on Tuition In
crease, Semester Conversion and
more
Which Way Did They Go? Which
Way Did They Go? Academic
Computing Lab Temporarily Re
locates to Ashmore Hall Rm 225.
Jobs, Jobs and More Jobs

Beach Bash Photo Review
Crowd watches the ground breaking ceremonies tor tne new Acaaemic ana Law cnioicciireiu muiuing ucmnu

.

Credit Card Offers it
pays to pass up.
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eat Godfather's Pizza, Wendy's
Hamburgers and fries from
'**
McDonald's.
Most paid for college with fiCongratulations to Shannon Cox, a
What TV show most mirrors nancial aid or student loans. Most
Criminal Justice major at ASC.She campus life: Saved By the Bell won had jobs too. Weekly budgets
is the Winner of twofree movie tick- top honors here. Some wrote in their rangedfrom$35 to $1000, depen
ets to the Abercorn Theater. "'
We own choices: "The Lifecycle of the ing on whether students were marwant to thank all of you who took Amoeba" and "Waterworld" be- j Gr had kids. Those without kids
the time to fill out and return the cause everyone is alone here to- ^ad about $40-$50 to spend and
those with kids had about $500.
surveys. We plan to do more sur gether.
Where is everyone at 4:00 in That would make an interesting surveys and contests to give away
:es
this
summer.
the
morning? Survey says: either vey }n itself!
prizes this summer.
By the way, the quest
ion asking in bed asleep or hanging out at
you felt caffeine use on
for your grandmother's maiden Krystal's. The same person that
pus was high, followed next by
name was a joke, but I fell for it too, thought Pre-Cal was the coolest njCotine, with alcohol and drugs
so don't feel bad....it was Carrie's class said, "At Home Studying for seen as jess 0f a problem by over
idea! She wanted to see how many a Test." Go figure.
90% of those surveyed,
of us would fall for it...we all did...
Your favorite places to hang
When asked what they felt
kind of makes you wonder, huh?
out: Coaches Corner, the Beach, was the best thing about ASC,
Oh, well! Would you guys like
Malones, The Movies, Player's surVey respondents overwhelmto hear some of the answers we got? Place and the Mall. Runner's up are jngiy agreed that the school's acaTough, here goes anyway:
Hip Huggers, River Street, Baskin demjc program was well respected
What's the coolest course on cam- Robbin's and Applebee's.
and the teachers really knew their
pus? Just about everybody picked
The dating scene: the what? stuff (something some of you " least
P.E. Some liked scuba, others bad- People just kind of hang out in favorite professors" can at least be
minton and dance. One overworked groups and spontaneously hook up. pr0ud of).
soul chose Pre-Cal!! Actually PreMusic most likely heard playStudents also overwhelmingly
Cal was a lot easier than Algebra ing around campus: Hootie and the agreed that the administration was
and a good deal more entertaining, Blowfish, Alanis Morisette and distanced from student concerns,
but really... Other favorites were vince Gill won the top three slots. Things that concerned students inOn a scale of 1 (no activity) to ciuded, easier access to buildings,
Speech and Interpersonal Commu
5
(heavy
activity), describe on-cam- especially at night, cheaper textnications.
hook options, a football team (so we
Most controversial courses: pus gambling/sports pools: 0 -1.
Most students describe on- can feej jjjce a real college), more
Botany won by a landslide, fol
lowed by Anthropology, and Con campus housing as: shoe box on a c\ass offerings, better communicabudget, awful, adequate, terrible jons, greater say in where student
stitutional Law and Government.
money goes, etc.
Student Faculty Relations: the and boring.
Students unanimously voted
jhe inkwell didn't get off too
choices were mixed. Over half said
that it varied greatly from one prodown
the
idea
of
a
video
yearbo
ok,
lightly
either. We got in trouble for
pro
fessor to the next, about one fourth Over 90% said that they would find not covering important sports events
felt that the faculty was very dis- a yearly fall magazine for students on campus, like the cheerleaders
tanced from students and the other helpful, especially if it listed a sum- and dance team competing in
fourth said that professors keep mary of student comments on ASC Milidgeville (we continually remind
regular office hours and are gener- professor's teaching performance. you that no one even informed us
aiiy very approachable outside the
Favorite Professors in this sur- a5out thjs event until it was menclassroom.
vey included Dr. Marinara, Coach tioned to us in this survey.) While
Best example of local color: Koth, Mr. Brown, Mrs. Carpenter, we can't always be there, we would
ofya'll left that blank...wonder
Ms. Ouzts and Mrs. Kempke. The jove to accept photos and stories
why? One person wrote: 'As if we least favorites we will not men- from anyone who attends things like
have one.' Another said, ' River tion by name. They probably know this.
You said you'd like to see more
Street on First Saturday.'
who they are anyway, but the reaThe way students dress for sons why they were unfavorable is stories, more student and faculty
class was described as 'casual' by as follows, "prejudiced towards fe- opinions, information on programs
some and 'everyone dresses differ- males and black students"; "lec- that will help students in the job
ently' by others.
tures, but does not teach, i.e.. just market and more coverage of ASC
Annoying fashion trends: Guys reads from his notes and does not events.
in sandals (especially when wear- invite comments"; "thinks he is
We'd like to see more people
ing socks), mules, pierced noses God's gift to humanity and expects willing to help us do this. If you'd
rinnVs like hugears).
to cover an event or write a
(looks
buggars), and baggy everyone to bow down and treat him
like
a
king".
shorts with crotches thatcome down
story our readers wou ld find inter
I don't know if any of you have esting or educational, please re
past your knees.
Fashionable trends: T-shirts, caught on to the trend among the member we welcome submissions
skorts, backpack purses, platform least favorite professors here, but it from all ASC students, staff and fac
looks like being a male with a doc ulty and rarely turn down a story as
shoes, crop tops and tommy's.
Crime most likely to impact torate is not necessarily in these long as itisn't too offensive or slanstudents: rape, auto theft,drugs and guys favor,
derous. Our thanks to those who
Most of ya'U said you liked to filled out andreturned the surveys!!
murder.

And the Survey Winner is.
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The Inkwell is published and dis
tributed bi-weekly, five times during
the Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters
on alternate Wednesdays. Copies are
available in distribution boxes
throughout the halls on campus and
in Lane Library and the Cafeteria.
Subscriptions by mail are available for
a five dollar fee per quarter.
The Inkwell welcomes letters and
comments for improvement provided
that they are clearly written or typed.
All letters submitted for publication
must be signed and a phone number
should be provided for verification
purposes. Names will be withheld
upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes public an
nouncements, press releases, etc. Such
information will be published free of
charge at the discretion of the edito
rial staff.
The comments and opinions ex
pressed in this publication do not nec
essarily express the opinions of anyone
other than the person who has written
them and are not to be taken as areflec
tion upon the views of the faculty, ad
ministrators, the Un iversity System of
Georgia or the Board of Regents.
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, ute Inkwell's advertising rates are as follows:
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|
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Armstrong Participates in SIFE
By Katharine Farmer

created. Lisa cleverly created a
On April 21st, David Padgett, game dealing with the importing
Lisa Sears and Katharine Farmer, and exporting of goods specifically
accompanied by Dr. Yassaman designed for fourth and fifth grad
Saadatmand, traveled to Atlanta to ers to play. The game helps teach
represent ASC in the Students in children about how the interna
Free Enterprise (SIFE) Regional tional market works and provides a
Exposition. The Exposition is a time great way to learn about free enter
when schools from all over the prise and have fun at the same time.
southeast, who have SIFE chapters It is creative projects like Lisa's
(economics clubs) gather together game that the club plans to do more
to compete against one another. The of in the future.
groups
are primarily judged on their
The Armstrong students said
Jesse Jones presents his paper "Mary Shelley's Frankenstein: The Great
actions
taken
during
the
school
year
they
enjoyed themselves but wished
Revolutionary Corpus," at the History in Literature and Newsprint Ses
to
make
their
community
better
they had more support and partici
sion at the Historic Round House Complex on May 4th.
aware of the importance and func pation. Many of the other groups
tion of free enterprise in all of our were much larger and more com
lives. At the exposition, each group petitive. As a result, ASC did not
makes a presentation to the judges win any of the awards, but the
describing the projects they have student's spirits were not dampened
Dr. Mark Finlay, Dr. Osmos Lanier, the Flannery O'Connor House fol
done throughout the year.
by this. They said they were really
Dr. John Duncan, Dr. Olavi Arens, lowed the Conference.
For
Armstrong's
presentation,
there
to learn and were not expect
Sammy Strode, Jesse Jones,
Leaders of the conference joked
David, a member of the Armstrong ing to win. Actually, the stiff com
Raymond Givens, Samuel Martin, about the outdoor shelters and the
Economics Club, gave a general petition motivated the students to
Bonnie Lowe and Grace Robbins all ever present possibility of having a
participated in the1996 Interna pigeon punctuate your paper for you overview of our school and the improve their club with the new
school's SIFE division. This in ideals they gained. The club is for
tional Honors Society in History while you were busy swatting at
cluded a brief description of the mulating new recruiting strategies,
Regional Conference for Phi Alpha gnats and trying to keep the wind
various activities that the econom creating new programs for the up
Theta.
from blowing your visual aids
ics club has sponsored throughout coming year, and planning to prac
Paper topics ranged from U.S. across the county to South Carolina,
the year. Katharine highlighted one tice their public speaking for next
\nte\\\gen.ce and Foreign Policy to but everyone seemed to enjoy the
of these activities which was a sur year's presentation. The overall
Slave Control and Emancipation.
outdoor affair, including the bugs
vey the club helped to sponsor deal consensus of the group was that
A pannel discussion and tour of and birds.
ing with how much the public thinks they did the best they could with
the government spends in areas like what they had and they were
welfare and defense.
pleased with their showing. All
The most interesting part of the agreed that the experience was an
presentation was Lisa's explanation extremely beneficial one.
of the economics related game she
Both women's tennis and run
Gender equity is an issue that comes
ning
programs at ASC offer more
up a lot these days in the topic of
varsity sports. ASC is made up of scholarship funds to female ath When the women's Basketball
to ward candidates that have al
2/3rds females but only 30% of letes than are offered to the men's
coaches were fired this Spring, the ready earned a master's degree.
women participate in the sports pro tennis and running athletes, as an in
biggest fear of many of the player's
Next year will be a transition
grams. Regardless of participation centive to attract and keep women
was whether or not their scholar year for the Lady Pirate's Basket
rates, the school is required to offer in the program.
ships would be renewed next sea ball team, though only 3 seniors
ASC is also looking into the
equal opportunity for male and fe
son. Those fears have been put to were lost and a good nucleus still
male sports programs. The Sports possibility of starting up a women's rest and the team is currently doing
remains.
Department is currently looking into soccer and a men's golf team on the usual thing it does during off
Dr. Aenchbacher says that the
starting a women's fast pitch soft- campus.
season: weight lifting, running, Sports Department is looking for a
The immediate goal for this
ball team on campus. Fast Pitch
stretching and catching up on good person with a commitment to
Softball is becoming more popular summer is to put up an outfield school work.
teaching as well as tocoaching. The
with sports fans and promises to fence (paid for by advertising) along
According to Dr. Aenchbacher, previous coach and her asssistant
draw bigger crowds to the games, the baseball diamond and to fix dug 8 of the women from last year's were released between courses. Dr.
but even larger crowds might come outs and add a press box. "We've team will be returning in the fall and Roger Counsil and a number of fullout to view a women's baseball added a sound system [from Rody's he expects the new coach to bring time coaches are filling in the slack
team! Still, we'll take what we can Music]," stated Aenchbacher. in a string of his or her owih The until a new instructor can be found.
get. ASC is currently the only school "[This will] play dividends for stu school has already recieved over We look forward to seeing a new
in the conference that does not of dent activities like sand volleyball." 100 applicants which are being bro season of men's and women's bas
fer a women's fast pitch softball Things look exciting for the upcom ken down into groups for further ketball in the Fall and hope to keep
ing year. See you at the ball game. consideration. Top priority is going
program.
you posted on their progress.

Phi Alpha Theata Hosts the 1996 Georgia Regional Conference at
the Historic Round House Rail Museum in Downtown Savannah

A Lady's Baseball Team at ASC?
Well, How about Fast Pitch Softball?

Women's Basketball Update
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Swain, Baker and Duncan
appointed to the
Graduate Student
Coordinating Council
(GSCC)

and Social and Behavioral
tion and ultimately elected as
Science. Myrah is currently the
President for 1994-95. Her
Vice President of the ASC
future plans are to establish
Gospel Choir and will be an
corporate wellness programs
advisor for the ASC Minority
for a managed care company.
Advisement Program (MAP)
this summer. She is striving
Chet Baker, Vice Chair - Chet is towards a career in Probation
and Parole.
a candidate for the degree of

events and administrative
needs that effect the graduate
student body. Our goal is to
have our first issue published
in the next issue of The
Inkwell. If y ou have a knack
for writing and or editing, we
would love your assistance.

Our Constitution currently
mandates that we have nine
After a successful
representatives and three
Awareness Week that found
officers from the graduate
representatives of the GSCC
student body. Filling these
hanging out in the hallways,
Masters of Health Science in
position have proved to be our
nominations and appointments
Health Services Administra
toughest obstacle. Our under
were made for all positions on
The GSCC Agenda
tion. He serves as the Gradu
graduate counterpart, the
the Council. On May 6,1996,
ate Assistant for the Depart
Student Government Associa
Kelly Swain from Health
On June 13,1996 the Offic
ment of Health Science in the
tion (SGA), has had the same
Science, Chet Baker also from
ers of the GSCC will be hold
division of Health Services
experience. The SGA amended
Health Science and Myrah
Administration. Chet received ing a meeting in the Faculty
their Constitution to reflect a
Duncan from Criminal Justice,
Dining room to discuss the
his Bachelor's degree from
smaller number of senators
were nominated and ap
agenda for the 96-97 year.
Mercer University in Service
with effective results. A pro
pointed as Chair, Vice Chair,
They will be meeting from
Learning/Biology. While an
posal has been suggested that
and Secretary/Treasurer re
5:00-6:00pm. The agenda for
undergraduate Chet, in con
we do the same. Instead of t he
spectively. The GSCC is a
this meeting will be establish
junction with the Mercer Uni
nine representatives coming
campus organization which
versity School of Medicine, had ing "The GSCC shorts" as an
from the various programs, we
represents the graduate stu
ongoing section of The Inkwell
abstracts published and pre
may have to reduce this num
dent body in all matters con
sented posters at the 1993 and and amending our Constitu
ber to three; one representative
cerning academics, welfare
tion to reflect the graduate
1994 Society of Neuroscience
coming from the Departments
administration, and other
Conventions. In addition, his student body. This is an open
of Education, Health Profes
services relative to the needs of
meeting and we invite all and
work, along with Dr. Amanda
sions, and School of Arts and
graduate students.
any recommendations, sugges
Weerasuriya, was featured in
Sciences.
tions or assistance.
the December 24 & 31,1994
Kelly Swain, Chair - Kelly
issue of Science News. While at
As a final note, the GSCC is
is a candidate for the degree of
The establishment of a
Mercer, Chet completed a
still searching for Council
Masters of Health Science in
forum that highlights graduate
family practice medicine
members to represents the
Health Services Administra
precertorship (September 94 — student life on campus has
tion. She is currently the
following programs: 2 from
June 95) in an inner city family been requested by many stu
Graduate Assistant for the
dents. After considering many Department of Education, 1
practice. Chet is striving
Department of Research and
from the Criminal Justice, 1
towards a career as a physician options, and in collaboration
Business Development at
from Health Science, 1 from
with the Office of Student
extender.
Memorial Medical Center. In
History and 1 from Nursing. If
Affairs and the Office Gradu
addition, Kelly serves as the
ate Studies, the GSCC decided you are interested, please
Myrah C. Duncan, Secre
assistant to the Elderhostel
contact Kevin Lynch at 927that the best way to provide
tary/Treasurer - Myrah is a
director. Kelly received her
5271.
this forum is through The
candidate for the degree of
undergraduate degree from
Masters of Science in Criminal Inkwell. Ideally, we hope this
ASC in Health Science Health
NEXT SCHEDULED MEET
Justice. She currently serves as will be an on going section,
Promotion and Education, and
ING: June 13,1996,5 - 6 p.m.
tentatively called "The GSCC
a senior clerk for the Depart
a minor in Psychology. Kelly
Faculty Dining Room
shorts," that will provide
ment of Government. Mryah
was an active member of th e
received her Bachelor's degree valuable information about
I
1
Student Government Associa
from ASC in General Studies
academics, welfare, up coming
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Letters and Opinions

Our recent decision to accept adver
tising from a Pro-Life Advocacy group sent Dear Editor,
some students up in arms. We had dis
know.
cussed whether or not to accept the adver
Today he is 24 years old (of
tising insert and finally agreed that as edu
I must congratulate you on hav
cated and informed human beings, the stu
course). The joy that he has brought
dents at ASC had a right to view the mate ing the courage to include the
to my life cannot be described. My
rial for themselves. We are not a commu ProLife insert in the Inkwell last
only advise to those in that situa
nist dictated paper and we feel it is not our
right to tell people what they can and can't publishing period. Unfortunately, tion is this... talk to more people
do with their own lives.
on this campus ( and in this soci than just the abortion clinic. Read
As a matter of record, I am both proety),
the popular trend seems to be that insert. Then make an intelligent,
choice and pro-life as I expect most intel
ligent, caring human beings must be. Who not to cause a stir and, in the pro
justified decision.
in their right mind is against choice or in
disfavour of life? These are terms created cess of not causing a stir, we
Concerned Student's Opinion
by an either/or society that forces us to cat straddle the fence.
egorize our beliefs and does not allow us
Twenty-five years ago I was
the freedom to make up our own minds
Dear Editor,
raped. I had foolishly gone running
based on our own experiences.
As a member of the Armstrong
Furthermore, do we burn books at an too close to sundown, and since I
institution because they offend us? Do we
community, I am offended and sick
fire instructors because they choose to was enjoying it, stayed out too late.
ened
by the pro-life propaganda of
teach us an unpopular, yet highly plausible Upon my return home, I was at
view? Do we fail to discuss controversial
the
recent
advertising supplement in
issues for fear someone will get their feel tacked.
the Inkwell.
ings hurt? This is a college, not an old age
The police couldn't help me
This sort of inflammatory tripe
home for tired minds that have ceased to
and the assailant was never found.
function and can no longer comprehend
only dumbs the abortion discourse
that those hunky wrestlers and soap opera My friends shied away, my family
further
and is an insult to al
l women.
stars on TV aren't really who they are pre withdrew. No-one knew what to say
tending to be.
Disapointed,
Would you have preferred that Carrie or do, so they did nothing. It wasn't
Lauretta Hannon
and I decided not to accept the pro-life ad long afterward that I found that I
insert? If we had not, you would not know
Armstrong staff member
it existed. You could not form an educated was pregnant. My choices were, of
opinion on its contents. You could not ex course, abortion, adoption, or keep
press your concerns that such literature
exists if we had not chosen to inform you. the baby.
On Wednesday, May 8th, The
In all fairness, we had planned to run
But "WHAT DO I DO WITH Inkwell contained a full-color, twelve
a pro-con article on abortion and place the
THIS BABY?" kept going through page insert of anti-choice propaganda
warning notice on the front page of the
my
mind. I felt so alone. I thank from the Human Life Alliance of Min
Inkwell. However, the inserts were placed
in an earlier edition than was expected (all God, now that there wasn't a "well- nesota Education Fund Inc. The insert
ad vaserts aie matted to our publishers, not
to us) and rather than remove 2000 inserts, meaning' friend to advise me to get consisted of arresting graphics, emo
we decided to allow them to remain and an abortion. I probably would have tionally charged testimonials, and
place a warning notice above the Inkwell
ited an abor vague, undocumented, "facts" and "sta
boxes. This notice reemphasized the fact done so. As it was, I vis
that this insert did not necessarily express tion clinic, but left when I saw how tistics." This insert's function is to scare
our opinions, nor the opinionsof the school.
cold and indifferent everything and women into the belief that when faced
The money from ad revenue goes into pay
with an unwanted pregnancy, the only
ing our writers and is separate from allother everyone was.
choice they have is to carry the preg
funds. We do not operate on these monies
I was only 16 at the time. I was
nancy to term, essentially denying any
and your activities fees do not pay for paid
one of the first young women in reproductive choice. This is not true.
advertisements.
I am not here at Armstrong to win a Georgia to be allowed to attend high
Instead of emotionally charged and
popularity contest. I love this school and
school
while
pregnant.
They
had
to
deceptive language, I offer you facts.
am proud to be part of it. I have great re
spect for my professors whom have taught allow me to go, but they didn't have In place of dubious statistics and un
me more than they will ever know. One of
the most important things I have learned to treat me well. I was kicked out of scientific personal testimonials, I offer
from them is that controversy can lead to the school organization I had been you facts. The fact is: abortion is legal;
higher roads of wisdom if only you are active in. I was ridiculed. My best it is a statistically safe procedure; IT
willing to take that first step. If all were
satisfied, none would search. I am proud friend's mother wouldn't let her as IS A CHOICE. It is imperative that we
to say that one student did search and we sociate with me. Even though I had keep it that way.
present her views in this issue.
The strategy of anti-choice litera
The issue of choice and life is not a never even been on a date, I was
ture is to dredge up guilt and insecuri
simple one. Ideally, choice should include tagged as "easy". It was without a
ties in the reader to a point at which
not having sex & protecting against un
wanted pregnancies, while pro-life should doubt, the most difficult time of my rationality is lost. The language of the
consider the quality of the life they seek to life.
anti-choice literature attempts to emo
protect. The fetus's of all mammals look
Since then most of my life has tionally engender the fetus as a "baby"
pretty much the same during the early
stages of pregnancy. Just because some been spent as a single parent. I or a "child." This type of language is
thing looks human at 6 weeks doesn't mean worked at fast food restaurants and as inaccurate as it is irrational. As Dr.
it is. Some feel that taking contraceptives
is the same as an abortion. In essence, a delivered newspapers to make ends Henry Morgantaler, an authority on the
woman is killing a potential human life meet. I was on food stamps for 6 biological and political milieu of abor
every time she menstruates. Where does
tion ethics explains,
one draw the line? We apologize if we of months once. My only way out of
It is much more con
fended anyone, but we seriously felt and poverty was to join the military.
sistent
with our
still feel that as adults, you have a right to During my military service, my son
know the views and opinions of all people
present-day knowl
and we will continue to ensure that our and I traveled all over the world. We
edge to conclude that
judgemental censorship does not infringe have a closeness now that few can
on these rights, [ed.]

in the earliest days of
a pregnancy we are
not faced with a hu
man being, but with a
very primitive form,
of life which only has
the potential to be
come a human being.
Thinking of a fertil
ized ovum or an em
bryo as a baby is con
trary to all our knowl
edge: it is as if some
one affirmed that an
acorn was already an
oak, a seed a rose, or
a blueprint a house.
(Morgen taler. Abor
tion and Contracep-

tion)
The anti-choice movement's use of
such language is a sentimental ap
proach designed to make people think
about chubby, happy, bouncy, babies
wiggling around. What this language
does not conjure up is the reality of
malnourished babies born into lives of
poverty, lives of abuse, or lives with a
lack of love. The insistent plea of this
literature to choose adoption is a naive
attempt to create a Utopian world that
does not exist. In the world the antichoice people depict, every child has
loving parents and every child is
adopted. In our real world, the situa
tion is less picturesque. Caucasian ba
bies are a hot commodity, but minority
children have a much harder time find
ing parents. The propaganda says "ev
ery year over two million requests for
adoption go unsatisfied" (Human Life
8). There is not a lack of babies. There
is simply a lack of babies of the right
color.
Ironically, anti-choice advocates
are willing to think of every fetus as a
cute and cuddly baby until it is bom—
but the same people who fight for the
rights of the unborn are unwilling to
support children who are bom into low
income families. In the "Test Your
Abortion I.Q." section of the insert that
appeared in The Inkwell this question
appears:
About 10 million
Black children have
been aborted since
abortion was legal
ized. This iswhat frac
tion of the present
Black population in
the U.S.? A) oneeighth; B) one-fifth;
C) one-third; D) onehalf

continued on page 6
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Pro-Choice Belief
(Human Life 3)
This question is blantantly racist. This
is the only reference to any racial break
down or correlation in the insert, and it
serves to place the blame on a target
group, namely African-Americans.
There is no "statistical" information on
how many blond-haired, blue-eyed
women choose to terminate their preg
nancies. The people who want to en
sure that each fetus is brought into the
world are the ones who legislate cuts
in welfare and education. The same
people who demand that bundles of
cells be given "proper human rights"
are not willing to afford these basic
rights to individuals who are alive and
established but happen to receive gov
ernment assistance. Twenty-seven per
cent of births to low income women
are documented as unwanted. 67.9% of
legal abortions are performed on un
married women ("Provisional Esti
mates" Abortion. Medicine and the
Law. There is a double standard of hos
tility that is perpetuated by the so called
"moral" sector of society. It is "im
moral" to bear a child out of wedlock,
but is just as "immoral" to have an
abortion in order to prevent such an oc
currence. The same people who de
mand the repeal of reproductive rights
legislate welfare penalties for unwed
mothers. These people object to the
public funding of contraception. These
people demand that sex education be
removed from the schools. The equa
tion does not work out. "Whereas an
abortion costs $200-300, the cost of
maintaining a child on welfare for 18
years costs tens of thousands of dol
lars" ("First Decade Legal Abortion"
Abortion. Medicine and the Lawk The
anti-choice people feel justified in tell
ing women to have children that they
are unable to financially support, but
they are not willing to foot the bill. I
am absolutely not suggesting abortion
as a solution to welfare problems. I sim
ply wish to emphasize the fact that the
needs of already living people are in
adequately met, and that to force indi
viduals to bear more unwanted children
is social and financial folly.
The impact of refusing women
reproductive rights also has dramatic
social repercussions. And, like clock
work, these social ills generate more
economic problems. For single women
or teenage girls, the birth of an illegiti
mate child can lead to loss of educa
tional opportunity, diminished chances
of successful marriage, ostracism by
family and friends, and welfare depen
dency" ("Abortion On Request" Abor
tion. Medicine and the Law). In the
anti-choice Utopian world, every un
wed mother would surmount the odds
and find a great part-time job, free
childcare, and go on to complete her
college education. There are certainly
women who achieve this victory, but
they are the exception, not the norm.
The world is a hostile place for a single
mother, with the reality of expensive
childcare, few well-paying jobs and
little or no time left over to pursue edu

cation. "Asocial policy of forcing large
numbers of people to bear unwanted
children who then may be raised under
conditions of neglect and abuse, may
contribute to a breakdown of moral
order and a disintegration of the fam
ily structure" ("Abortion On Request"
Abortion. Medicine and the Law). In
addition, the chances of these children
becoming victims of neglect, abuse,
and other inequities are great. Socially,
it has been shown that these children
are at a disadvantage.
There have been two
elaborate follow-up
studies performed on
women who had been
refused abortion. The
investigators found
that, compared to the
control group, the un
wanted children had a
higher incidence of
behavior maladjust
ments, required more
for antisocial behavior
and drunkenness, re
ceived welfare assis
tance more frequently
and failed to achieve
as high a level of
schooling. ("Abortion
On Request" Abor
tion. Medicine and the
Law1)
This socioeconomic snowball effect is
ignored, or perhaps not even consid
ered, in the emotionally fraught agenda
of the anti-choice people. They are
dead-set on "saving" the individuals
they will later condemn.
Emotional matters aside, the issue
of the actual abortion procedure is
treated with gross inaccuracy in the
propagandist piece that appeared in The
Inkwell. Within this insert are numer
ous personal testimonies about the dan
ger of abortion. The credibility of the
argument becomes even more shaky
with this inaccurate form of reporting.
To rely on personal testimony as a form
of accurate, statistical information is
not only unscientific; it denies the truth.
Statistical evidence show that "with
elective abortion more easily available
to most women, mortality had declined
to about three per 100,000 legal termi
nation, followed by a further drop to
one per 100,000" (Abortion. Medicine.
and the Law). This information was
collected by the Centers for Disease
Control, an organization far more ca
pable of collecting and compiling ac
curate data than any of the individual,
dubious sources that appear in the pro
paganda. In the article "What I Saw in
the Abortion Industry," a woman
named Carol Everett claims that dur
ing her stint as a health worker, "We
were killing or maiming one woman
out of 500 [procedures]" (Human Life
10). Her claims are not supported by
any visible facts. No statistical infor
mation that I was able to locate came
anywhere near the numbers she quotes.
On the contrary:
It is established, how
ever, that when per
formed by a physician
under normal hospital
conditions, abortion is
one of the simplest

that the women who choose to have
and safest of all opera
abortions
are committing murder. This
tions. Indeed, accord
is the most emotional and inaccurate
ing
to
hospital
statement yet. Religious belief is not
records, abortion is
the law of the land. The United States
not only safer than the
Supreme Court "specifically repudi
routine tonsillectomy
ated the claim that fetuses are 'persons'
but also presents
within the meaning of the Fourteenth
fewer risks to the
Amendment: [T]he unborn have never
mother than preg
been recognized as persons in the
nancy and childbirth.
whole sense. Thus, a human being en
(Philpel,
When
titled to direct constitutional protection
Should Abortion Be
emerges at live birth, not conception"
Legal?)
What the anti-choice propaganda ne (Abortion. Medicine, and the Law)
glects to mention is that "the risk of That is the law. The real fear that pro
dying from induced abortion prior to viders and receivers of abortions feel
fifteen weeks gestation is seven times is that they may meet with a bullet of
SMALLER than the risk of dying from "justifiable homicide". Dr.Elizabeth
pregnancy and childbirth" ("First De Karlin, an obstretician/gynecologist
cade Legal Abortion" Abortion. Medi who performs the service of abortion,
cine. and the Lawk The numbers that writes:
Like me, these women
the anti-choice people quote are bla
read all around them
tantly fallacious.
that abortion is bad,
The horrors that Carol Everret
and murder is bad,
describes, and the horrors that are listed
too, and has about the
in the propagandist article "Abortion:
same moral severity.
Possible Effects On Your Body" are
But abortion is a
misrepresented. They are depicted as
symptom, not the dis
the results of a legal procedure in a ster
ease. It is itself a fun
ile clinic. This is a false presentation
damental part of pov
of facts. The injuries that the antierty, of despair, of life
choice people describe are extremely
gone wrong, of poor
unlikely to occur in a controlled situa
education in contra
tion. The injuries they describe are,
ception, of physicians
however, indicative of self induced or
poorly trained in
illegal abortions. This is precisely why
avoiding it. We will
abortion must stay safe, legal and ac
never reduce the num
cessible. The mortality rate related to
ber of abortions be
legal, sterile procedures is 0.8 per
cause we are not inter
100,000 procedures done by D&C at
ested in treating the
twelve weeks or less (Abortion. Medi
disease. ("What Shall
cine and the Law). This figure jumps
I Wear?" The Progres
to 62 percent when illegal abortions are
sive')
performed ("Septic Abortion" The New
Dr. Karlin has a baby-blue bulletproof
England Journal of Medicine).
vest to wear to work.
The need for safe, le
I am firmly pro-choice, but it's a
gal abortion is clearly
subject I usually don't talk about. I
shown by the Roma
don't really think that the issue is
nian experience [abor
anyone's business but her own. You
tion was outlawed in
don't hear much from the pro-choice
Ceausescu's reign].
people because they don't have any
When abortion was
pictures of fetuses to pull out (though I
outlawed in the
suppose pictures of slain doctors would
1960's, the rate of
suffice) and they usually don't pour
abortion-related mor
tality rose tenfold.
forth emotional accounts about the past
Over 23 years, an es
because part of being pro-choice is let
timated
10,000
ting others have their own choice. But
women died because
maybe it is time to speak up. "We need
of the imposition of
more women to come out and say 'I
this policy. (Phillip G.
have had an abortion'" Dr.Karlin says,
Stubblefield, M.D.
and I think she's right. If women talk
and David A. Grimes,
about their experiences and talk about
M.D. "Septic Abor
why they are still firmly pro-choice,
tion")
then maybe people will see the grisly
As long as abortion is legal, it will lies that the propagandist literature sets
be medically safe because it can be forth for the lies they are. They will see
regulated. If the right to obtain a safe that making an informed choice does
abortion is removed, women will not not sentence you to a hell on Earth, or
stop getting pregnant. They will also anywhere else, for that matter. They
not stop having abortions. The differ will see that women are survivors— not
ence is that those abortions will be per of an abortion, but of a life shaping
formed without the aid of antibiotics choice— and that they have come out
or anesthetics. "The principle effect of on top. Most importantly, information
the legalization of abortion in the regarding abortion should be accurate
United States in the last decade has and non-biased— it should contain
been to substitute safer, legal abortions facts. Then the choice will truly be a
for more hazardous illegal or self-in choice.
duced abortions, with a consequent What the Anti-Choice Propaganda
rapid decline in maternal mortality" Doesn't Tell You...
(Provisional Estimates of Ahnrti™
By: Freya Roseane Poller
Needs And Services')
[Freya worked very hard to get us this information by
The anti-choice people contend our deadline. A copy of works sited is avail, if needed]
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pointed out that the majority of understand the intricate value of
institutions in the U.S. are already diversity, not just tolerate it. We
V/
using the Semester system, and need leaders that understand
By Carrie Whiddon
that it is working out very well, that."
Juanita Baranco, the Chair of
Mrs.Baranco was not ex- One advantage she gave had to
Earlier in the convention the
the Georgia Board of Regents, pected to succeed in LSU. The do with the current curriculum. Council had been informed of the
spoke in front of the Student Ad- system was pretty much against Schools are having to re-work the tuition increases that will take efvisory Council (SAC) on May 4, her. She reacted to the related requirements to graduate. In the feet over the next few years. (
1996. SAC is made up mostly of experience and others like it in a past years the hours needed to There will be an increase in
Student Government Leaders positive manner. She never wants graduate have increased. Why? everyone's base tuition. Out of
from around the state of Georgia, a student of any race, gender, or Well, the system just kept add- State students can expect an adAs part of the publications staff I religion to go through what she ing on classes as things got out- ditional increase as can graduate
had the opportunity to attend the went through. That's where the dated. This is giving us a chance students. Money from grad stuCouncil along with four SG A Georgia Board of Regents enters to purge unneeded requirements, dents will stay in the institution
representatives from Armstrong, the picture.
"We must learn to adapt to they attend.) One representative
(see, they really do work for you!)
The Board of Regents was change," she reminded us.
felt that increasing tuition, espeThe highlight of the trip was, as formed a few years ago. At the
Post Tenure Review was an- cially for out of state students,
you can tell, the visit from Jua- time there were some concerns other concern voiced by Council was an isolationist approach that
nita Baranco. She was a very im- about the system. The Board members. A Georgia. Tech stu- contradicted her earlier statement
pressive lady, and her presenta- wanted to give it a little "tweak", dent was worried that a system about promoting diversity,
tion was enlightening.
Dr.Steven Porch was appointed of Post Tenure Review may lead Mrs.Baranco replied that Georgia
Before I let you in on what the Chancellor, and has suppos- to the quelching of ideas. Baranco is just catching up to current marshe told us, let me tell you a little edly worked wonders. He led the told the SAC that the concept is ket prices. She says that in the
about Mrs.Baranco. She is a Board members through a Stra- actually an effort to preserve ere- past we out of state tuition has
small framed African-American tegic Planning Session, and they ativity. She says that by giving been unreasonably low, and we
woman. What a surprise for those formulated long term goals for someone a position for life, ere- need to be more market sensitive,
ofus who pictured a middle-aged the Georgia University System, ative sparks can die. The Board
There were some other subbalding man as the Chair, (no of- By improving the level of edu- has also been under pressure to ject that were barely touched on.
fence to middle-aged balding cation they hope to gain national do away with the tenure system The Board is looking into movmen, of course) She is a practic- recognition for state funded altogether, but are not willing to ing some Georgia colleges up to
ing lawyer in the auto industry, schools. With national recogni- do so. A Post Tenure Review university status. Armstrong may
Saturn to be specific. She told us tion they will be able to attract serves as a compromise. She as- be one, but that's a whole other
that she was one of the first top of the line faculty and stu- sured us that the Board will al- debate. In the next few years bawomen to walk across the cam- dents. They want everything in ways guard academic freedom, sic math skills may be added to
pus of LSU in pants. This was the system to be student centered (She also dispelled the myth that the Regents Test. The business
right in the middle of the civil as well. It was said that the Board a college can not get rid of a bad community is in favor of it, and
rights movement and the Vietnam would never take any action that [tenured] teacher—it is possible, the Board is looking at the idea
war. She lost five of her class- was not centered on the student Baranco sees Post Tenure Review now. Although the Board of Remates and childhood friends in and the student's well-being, as an opportunity to place people gents is not in control of the
the war. It was during her time at They were and arestriving for ex- where they belong.
HOPE money, we were told not
LSU that she first began to no- cellence and accessibility.
A Georgia State representa- to expect any expansion in who
tice racial prejudice. She illusAfter her short presentation tive asked about the Board's view can receive it. (Your SGA repretrated this with a story. She had Mrs.Baranco opened the floor to of the Affirmative Action Pro- sentatives were working to get
tested into an honors English questions. One of the subject gram. Baranco's response was the HOPE for Graduate Students)
course there. When the class re- most approached was that of the that the Regents remain commitJuanita Baranco ended the
ceived their first papers back hers semester conversion. Many of the ted to maintaining a diverse question answer s^sion by adwas marked with a C-. It had two student leaders in attendance population. She stated that stu- dressing the Student Government
corrections marked in red. The were concerned that the semes- dents receive a better education leaders in the room. She told
rest of her classmates had ter system is not in everyone's in a diverse environment, and we thing not to "think or the get the
"bloody" papers, but A's and B's best interests. "If it ain't broke, do live in a global community, idea that your ideas are not valfor grades. She says that at the don't fix it," mentality filled the She did make it clear that the At- ued. We're [the Board] big boys
time she was very distraught room. Baranco disagrees with torney General said that race and girls, and we can take it." If
about the grade. She was also na- this kind of philosophy. She is an could not be an issue or a factor you, as the students of
ive. When she approached the advocate of "change for the sake in admission. However, she be- Armstrong, have any concerns
professor about the grade he told of change." She reminded the lieves that giving everyone a fair that you want addressed please
her she had problems with Council members that when they chance promotes diversity. She go see your Student Government,
"style". She was the only African- were consulted about the change mentioned variety again later in They are there to work for you,
American in the class.
they were in favor of it. She her visit saying that "we need to and yes, they can get things done.
p
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BILL OF RIGHTS....YEAH, RIGHT! Money 101: Teaser Rates On
By Lone Williams
As a child indoctrinated by the
state in our public education school
system, I was taught that the Bill of
Rights was a list of the areas which
the government could not come
within a million miles of. I was also
taught that the Constitution re
stricted the powers of government.
Perhaps my teachers actually be
lieved what they taught, but it was
still nothing more than the same
propaganda which our government
accused the Soviet communists of
instituting within their society.
James Madison, in arguing
against the Bill of Rights, stated that
it was unnecessary to implement
them because the government could
only do those things which the Con
stitution said they could do. He ar
gued that powers are rights given
up and rights are powers reserved
for the people.
In our system of checks and bal
ances, Madison felt there was no
need for a Bill of Rights. He argued
that the Bill of Rights would be
nothing more than a parchment bar
rier to the national government.
All of these are validarguments,
but they fly in the face of reality.
Without the Bill of Rights, we
would have no basis for appealing
to the judiciary system to insure that
our rights remain protected.
In appealing to the judiciary, I
have noticed a sad trend. In the
Communist cases as well as in
Korematsu v United States 323
U.S. 214, 65 S. Ct. 193 (1944), the
Court rejected the rights ofJapanese
American individuals in favor of the
perceived danger they presented to

Credit Cards Often Don't
Save In In Long Run

society. I thought that the purpose
of the judiciary review was to in
sure that minority rights are pro
tected from the majority. The Bill By Christy Heady
College Press Service
of Rights is just a parchment bar Have you been teased?
The offers on teaser rates—the low introductory rates on credit cards—are
rier as long as the judiciary is not
as
low
as 5.9 percent from some financial outfits in the nation, but if you re not
vigilant in applying the Constitution
careful, these credit cards won't help you reduce your interest payments if y ou
as a barrier against erroneous ac carry a balance. That's because the interest at the end of the introductory'period
tions of the majority.
will likely wipe out any early savings. So, you may end up paying more in inter
Then rights must rest upon the est in the long run.
The ugly news is that credit card balances still are growing. In fact, accord
opinions of society. If we do not
ing
to the Bankcard Hold ers of America, the total amount o f outstanding debt
fight to insure that the rights of the
that Americans carry on plastic is $415.7 billion in 1995, compared to $337
minority are given protection, then billion in 1994. That's an increase of $78 billion in just one year—the largest
they do not have that protection. increase since 1980. The average amount of debt per cardholder is $3,900 in
Religion is a perfect example. When 1995.
That's a lot of plastic for consumers, but it hasn't stopped the industry from
the Constitution was written, it was
crafting new ways to capture more credit card customers, especially using the
written by men who believed in low-introductory rate strategy. One of the lowest introductory rates in the nation
God. It was written for a society that is from Riggs National in Washington at 5 .9 percent. But after six months, the
accepted God as the ultimate truth. rate jumps to prime plus 7.15 percent.
For people who carry a balance from month to month, the rate of interest is
Society in now secularized. Our
your primary concern. Ma ny credit cards offer the low teaser rates less than 9
secularized society which does not percent. However, these "deals"only last six months to a year. In most cases, the
accept God as ultimate truth, led to rate will double whenthe promotional percentage expires. The bottom line? Card
Supreme Court decisions which companies bank on you forgetting about the hike.
TIP: L ook for a teaser rate that lasts at least a year. That's enough time to put
have reworded the Constitution. In
a dent in your debt.
the first amendment there is to be
Other things you need to consider before signing up with a new low-intro
no establishment of religion. Does ductory rate:
it say that laws must have a secular • If you arelooking to transfer your balance, some credit card issuers don't allow
purpose, be neutral to religion, and transfers to teaser-rate offers from department store cards. Others limit the amount
you can transfer, and still others res trict the number of transfers you make.
not foster excessive entanglements • Most issuers base interest charges on the average daily balance. If you find a
between church and state? No, but credit card that excludes purchases made during that billing cycle, it's usually a
this is what it now says according good deal.
• Every credit card application must disclose the terms of the annual interest
to Supreme Court rulings. The Bill
finance charges, membership fees and other important information. Check this
of Rights is only what the Supreme out as this information will help you determine how much a card will cost you
Court rulings say that it is.We could and how it stacks up against other products on the market. So ignore the bold
have no rights at all if the Court in print on the front of the envelope and go directly to the fine print located on the
terpreted the Bill of Rights to say back.
that we have no rights. In fact, in * ChristyHeady is a syndicated financial journalist and author of "The Complete Idiot's Guide to
our history, Japanese-Americans Managing Your Money" (MacMillan 1995).
have had no rights. Americans who
belonged to the Communist party
had no rights. We must be eternally
vigilant to insure that the Bill of ASC'S Swimming Pool is converted to a swamp for the filming of "Wild America
Rights is more than a parchment starring Johnathan Taylor Thomas. We tried to convince them to leave the 'gator be
hind, but drat, they don't ever let us have any fun around here.
barrier.

Academic Computing Lab Temporarily Re-locating!
The academic computing lab, located in the Memorial
Center Annex, will temporarily re-locate the the health
Professions building, room 225, for the Summer quarter.
Renovations are scheduled for the existing lab facility
during summer quarter and should be complete by the
start of Fall quarter. The renovated MMC building will
house the offices of Computer and Information Services,
a technology classroom as well as a computing facility
for general student use.
Hours for the temporary facility have not been set, but
will be posted at the entrance of the temporary lab and
probably be advertised in summer additions of the Inkwell.
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many patients who bring the eating a junior describes just how easily
Starving For Perfection: A National Screening Program
disorder with them from high this dangerous behavior could hap
Seeks To Target Students With Eating Disorders
school, junior high and even earlier. pen.
By Colleen DeBaise
if they had "a little problem, some "It's appalling to me how many calls
"Last spring, we were all crashCollege Press Service
problem, or a big problem," Herzog I get from elementary schools," she dieting so we would look good in
BOSTON—Lisa developed bulimia said.
our bathing suits over spring break,"
said.
at age 18, when she first started di Test-takers received education ma
The screening project is helpful she said. "Imagine if one girl says,
eting.
terials about the eating disorders, in recognizing existing problems, 'I have something better than diet
When things were not going but those who seemed to have more but not so helpful when it comes to ing—laxatives.'"
well, she'd have an uncontrollable dangerous problems were referred prevention, she said. A girl can lose
Even in high school, "fad
desire for sweets. She'd eat pounds to counselors. A follow-up survey self-confidence as soon as she en bulimia" is making its mark.
and pounds of candy, not stopping may be done "to see if people who ters elementary school, Hotelling Hotelling said some of her collegeuntil she was exhausted or in severe are referred actually go," he said.
said, and that's when an eating dis age students tell her that in high
pain. Then, as feelings of guilt and Those who reported having normal order plants its roots.
school "they knew people who
disgust set in, she would make her eating habits could learn from the
The transition from childhood to touted their eating disorders."
self vom it.
But "that's not a general char
test and identify possible disorders adolescence, then adolescence to
While her body weight re in friends or family members, adulthood, along with increased re acteristic," she said. "[Typically]
mained the same, there was a heavy Herzog added.
sponsibility and physical changes they're very secretive."
toll on Lisa's personality. On any
The national screening program
Experts are not surprised that only adds to the girl's existing eat
given day she could be angry, fright eating disorders still flourish on ing problem.
may draw out some students who
ened or depressed.
campuses despite high levels of
"Usually it's already set by the have kept their eating disorders hid
Lisa's story, as described in a education that began in the 1970s, time that someone gets to college," den, said Hotelling. Although she is
not sure how many students were
report by the National Institutes of when anorexia and bulimia were she said.
Depending on the campus, the treated because of the screenings,
Health, is not an uncommon one, recognized as mental health disor
especially on college campuses. ders, he said.
problem may quickly grow out of Hotelling said even if it was only
"a handful of students—to me,
Despite two decades of education,
"People are more informed control.
an estimated 5 to 10 percent of col about eating disorders than they
A recent article in the Univer that's successful. These are lifelege students still suffer from dan were 20 years ago," Herzog said. sity of Arizona's Daily Wildcat threatening disorders."
gerous eating disorders, such as But eating disorders persist because points to the dangers of a "beauti
For more information on eating
anorexia nervosa, or self-starvation, "there's a lot of young people in ful body" campus, where the cli disorders, the National Association
and bulimia or compulsive binging- pain," he added.
mate allows for barer, more exposed of Anorexia Nervosa and Associ
and-purging.
ated Disorders at Box 7, Highland
Dr. Kathy Hotelling, director of bodies throughout the year.
In an effort to reach students, the counseling center at Northern
Many college students think Park, HI., 60035, operates a phone
mostly young women, who either Illinois University, said the contin they need to look like supermodels, line and counseling service from 9
are flirting with such dangerous be ued presence of eating disorders said Lisa King, a counselor at a.m.-5 p.m., Monday though Friday.
havior or already have full-blown stems from the "demand of our so Arizona's health center.
The number is (847) 831-3438.
eating disorders, 600 colleges from ciety that women must be thin to be
"Only 5 percent of the [United
The American Anorexia/
coast to coast participated this Feb attractive and successful."
States] population has the long, lean Bulimia Association Inc. also can
ruary in an unprecedented experi
"While women have made body type that we see in ads," she provide information on eating dis
ment, called the National Eating many strides in access to careers and said. "[People] compare their bod orders and referrals to clinics, thera
opportunities . . . they're still seen ies to these ads and think that this is pists and support groups at 293 Cen
Disorders Screening Program.
the norm."
tral Park West, Ste. 1R, New York,
Developed by Harvard Univer as sex objects," she said.
Although Hotelling also said the NY, 10024; phone (212) 501-8351.
The trends of the ultra-healthsity, the written screening test is
designed for early detection of the conscious 1990s also have taken size of a campus can affect whether
Detecting An Eating.Disorder
eating disorders and was supplied their toll, she said. "It used to be a student will seek help.
If you think you or a friend may have
"Often women are more [secre an eating disorder, take the following
to all participating schools. Many calories, now everyone counts fat
tive
about their eating disorders] on quiz.
grams.
Everybody
talks
about
fat
college campuses set up booths ad
small college campuses. [They
vertising the screening program. grams and exercise."
1. Do you restrict your calorie intake to
think] everyone on campus will find less than 500 calories a day or skip two
Many
college
athletes,
includ
Others ran articles about it in their
ing a small percentage of men, are out," she said. Larger schools, on or more meals a day?
student newspapers.
"We had a very positive re at risk for developing eating disor the other hand, can provide more 2. Do you eat very large quantities of
sponse," said psychiatrist David B. ders because of "the belief that thin anonymity when it comes to seek food within a two hour timeperiod while
feeling our of control?
Herzog, director of Harvard's Eat ner is better," she said. The disci ing help.
Another trend surfacing on cam 3. Do you eat large amounts of food
ing Disorders Center, which will pline and denial of pain that come
puses
is something mental-health when you are not hungry?
with
being
an
athlete
often
are
used
spend weeks analyzing the data
experts
call "fad bulimia," where
to maintain dangerous eating hab
from schools.
4. Do you use laxatives, vomiting, ex
the eating disorder becomes some cessive exercise, etc. to control weight
Students, many of whom chose its, she added.
Although she believes the high thing more on the lines of a group gain?
to ta ke the test anonymously, an
swered questions about their eating number of eating disorders on col- activity rather than a secretive one. 5. Do you stay home or avoid social situ
Women in sororities and dorms ations to maintain your eating schedule?
behaviors. Questions covered food lege campuses may be levelling off,
report
gorging themselves together,
intake h abits, use of laxatives and she says "the reality is that educa6. Do you feel that food controls you?
whether a student ever vomited to tion and awareness must be pro- then each vomiting or using laxa
tives to prevent weight gain. At 7. Do you get depressed or disgusted
control weight gain. When finished, moted at an early age.
with yourself after overeating?
they were informed by counselors
In her private practice, she sees LaSalle University in Philadelphia,
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ment has set up a small village where
craftspeople demonstrate a variety of
crafts (rug weaving, puppetmaking,
etc.), singers and dancers perform, and
where tourists can walk through a va
By Dr. Deborah Walker
riety of different styles of houses from
all over Rajastan. We observed a good
As an anthropologist, I was pleased
performance by Hijras (professional
to be selected to participate in the In
entertainers who are men but who dress
dia Exchange Program between
and act as women). We al so rode a
Armstrong State College and Andhra
camel, I'm afraid to say. Camels are
University, in Vishakhapatnam,Andhra
very unstable and have a very bony
Pradesh, India.
Dr. Tom Howard, Department of
spine (which your saddle is perched
History, and two Armstrong students,
upon). They also seem very irritate d
Avery Jones and Shawna Silverman,
at having a human perched on their
were also selected to participate in the
back (quite reasonably so) and seem apt
India Exchange Program. We all ar
to dump you off any time they choose.
rived at Andhra University in January
Don't try it!
1996, and each of us had different ex
We returned to Calcutta after our
periences in India. I am reporting here
northern travels, attended the Indian
about the India I experienced.
Society of Human Genetics confer
My travel companion was my
ence, where Arindam presented a pa
spouse, Dr. Arindam Mukherjee, who
per, and left for Vishakapatnam. We
is also a biological anthropologist. Af
arrived at Andhra University on the
ter weeks of travel preparations (in
19th
of January, and stayed until earlyASC Faculty and students with host, Dr. K.C. Reddy and family in Visakhapaptnum
cluding obtaining visas, immuniza
mid March. Vishakapatnam ("Visag")
tions, antimalarial tablets, water puri Minister of India was scheduled to ad trip) and there were several times we is a port city on the north coast of the
fication tablets, and fieldwork supplies) dress the participants, and Punjab is still did not think we were going to survive. Bay of Bengal in Andhra Pradesh.
we left Atlanta on December 7th bound very politically unstable. (The Chief There are really no traffic rules in In Most of our time at Visag was spent
for Calcutta.
Minister of the state of Punjab was as dia, except that you can do anything either at the university or conducting
Our 26 hour plane flight included sassinated last year.) We met many you like (as long as you pass on the fieldwork among the Vadabalija, a fish
stopovers in New York, Anchorage, Indian anthropologists, and I presented right). Our bus managed to pass many ing caste. (I will report the details and
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Bangkok. We a research paper. While in Punjab, we caravans of camels (who were usually preliminary results of our fieldwork,
spent one day in Bangkok on the way took an overnight train journey to dragging wagons loaded with wood along with photographs, in the next is
to India, and again on our return, and Amritsar (on the border with Pakistan) logs), a couple of elephants, and other sue of the Inkwell.) While at Andhra
were able to explore the many temples to see the famous Golden Temple and buses. Several times our bus passed a University, we met with anthropolo
and sites of this famous Thai city. Thai Jalianwalla Bagh. The Golden Temple bus, which was passing another bus. gists (most of whom we had met ear
food was excellent. We finally arrived is the main religious center of theSikhs Hence, three buses were on a two-lane lier at either the Indian Science Con
in Calcutta on December 10th.
(who wear turbans and beards andcarry road, with oncoming traffic, inthe dark, gress or the Indian Society of H uman
We were in Calcutta until Decem daggers), and was the site of two and with sharp drop offs on both sides Genetics conferences). We also pre
ber 30th, visiting family and friends. bloody battles in the 1980's between of the road. Anyway, we did survive sented several class lectures, and a pre
Calcutta was a scary place, very in Sikh secessionists and the Indian army. and we reached Jaipur. Jaipur, Agra sented a three hour formal lecture to
tense. There were literally people ev Indira Gandhi squashed the secession and Delhi together are known as the the Department of A nthropology fac
erywhere. We traveled around Calcutta ist elements in the mid-1980's which "Golden Triangle", and are favorite ulty and students.
on foot, by taxi, and"on the amazingly is why she was assassinated. We also tourist destinations. Jaipur was very
We took the Armstrong students,
clean and efficient subway (the only visited Jalianwally Bagh ("garden with touristy, but we stayed a couple of days Shawna and Avery, on a quick tour of
"Metro" in India). The subway came wire fence") which is the site of the to visit Hawa Mahal ("Palace of the southern India for a week in February.
to be our favorite means of transporta 1919 British massacre of approxi Winds"), the City Palace, Jantar Mantar We visited Madras, Pondicherry,
tion. We had to haggle with taxi driv mately 2000 men, women and children Observatory, Amber Fort and Nahagarh Mamallapuram, and Bangalore.
ers all of the time in order to get a ride (you may remember from the movie Fort ("Tiger Fort") which were all built Pondicherry was once the capital of
(they often would just refuse to take Ghandi).
by the Rajputs. In the 1700's, Jai Singh, "French India", and the houses and
passengers), and the lethal air pollution
After attending the Indian Science a Rajput king, built the City Palace and shops still retain the feel of an Euro
(mainly from buses) made waiting in Congress, we spent about ten days trav the Jantar Mantar, the largest stonepean city (with many French™ speak
traffic jams deadly.
eling to New Dehli, Agra, Jaipur, and built observatory in the world, it con ers). We took an amazingly dusty bus
Calcutta is famous as the cultural Udiapur. We spent several days in
tains 18 instruments including an enor ride from Pondicherry up to the tiny
center of West Bengal. We visited the Delhi visiting friends and exploring the
mous sundial. We had lunch at a small seaside village of Mamallapuram, a fa
Victoria Memorial and the Indian Mu city. In Dehli we saw the Seven Cities
cafe in one of the palaces, where sev mous archaeological site, stopping at
seum (which had a collection ranging of Old Dehli, the Red Fort, and the new
eral macaques stealthily crept across every single small village in between.
from art, to dinosaurs, to archaeology). government buildings (where macaque
the roof to reach down and grab a quick
Covered with a thick layer of red
We hung on for several days on Col
monkeys were climbing all over the lunch off of the plate of an unsuspect dust, we spent the afternoon in
lege Street, searching for books. Col
buildings). At Agra, we visited numer ing tourist. (Several macaques were Mamallapuram exploring the manlege Street was packed with students
ous sites of the Moghuls, including successful in acquiring a pretty good made caves, temples, and open air basand scholars of all ages purchasing
Agra Fort, the tombs of Akbar and lunch that day.)
reliefs (sculptures). Macaque mon
books, debating a variety of issues, or
Itmad-ud-daula, the abandoned city of
Udaipur was quieter, more peace keys, again, were living at many of
playing chess. We also met with sev
Fatehpur Sikri, and of course the Taj ful, and much less touristy. In general, these sites. After Mamallapuram we
eral anthropologists at the University
Mahal at sunset.
we rarely met American tourists in In traveled on to Bangalore, where we
of Calcutta, and at the Anthropologi
These forts and monuments have dia. However, European, Israeli, and visited with a friend, a primatologist,
cal Survey of India.
bloody stories full of intrigue and Japanese tourists were more common. and spent an afternoon observing his
On December 31st, we boarded the
double-crosses, secret passages and We met with some scholars at the An two bonnet macaque troops on hisuni
train at Howrah Station for a 2 1/2 day
dungeons. Many of these archaeologi thropological Survey of India office in versity campus. We left Andhra Uni
journey to Patiala University, in
cal sites were inhabited with Hanuman Udaipur, and took photos of the Lake versity on March 8th, and returned to
Punjab, where the Indian Science Con
langur monkeys, who were accustomed Palace (where the film Octopussy was Calcutta. Before we left India, we took
gress was being held. Patiala Univer
to humans.
shot). There is a cafe is Udaipur which a short trip to Katmandu, Nepal, and
sity was under very heavy security
Our next stop was Jaipur and shows the movie continuously during
spent a few days exploring Katmandu
(machine-gunned army Sikh's were sta
Udiapur in Rajasthan. We took a local lunch and dinner.
and the people and villages in
tioned across campus) as the Prime
bus from Agra to Jaipur (a 5 1/2 hour
Outside of Udaipur, the govern- Katmandu valley. We took a hike to
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India Continued.....
view the Himalayas, but we didn't get
a good view as it was extremely cloudy
all of t he time we were there. But we
did see an incredible view of the
Himalayas from the plane both coming into the valley and leaving. We left
Calcutta on March 20th and returned
to Atlanta on the 22nd, and drove down
to Savannah.
We've had some culture shock readjusting to the U.S. (in fact we experienced more culture shock on returning to the U.S. than we experienced
arriving in India). Everything here
seems very expensive (one U.S. dollar
is e quivalent to about 35 Indian rupees), the food tastes funny (full of preservatives and not very fresh), and we
miss seeing people of all ages everyday. (Children accompany their parents almost everywhere in India, and
households consist of extended family

members of all ages.) But, we are get
ting readjusted to this culture (and we
do not miss the frequent "power cuts"
in Visag, the challenge of sharing a
compartment on a train with 15 other
people (in a compartment meant for 8),
and the daily hassles with the taxi or
autorickshaw drivers).
It still seems amazing that I can
safely drink water (and brush my teeth
with water) directly out of a water fountain, and that I can purchase almost
everything I can think of at one department store, versus spending days shopping for supplies,
Well, this is just a brief summary
of some of our experiences in India. I
will report the details and the preliminary results of our fieldwork among the
Vadabalija in the next Inkwell Issue,
„
FormorephotosofDr'Walker'sexchange
program tnp t0 India see paSes 12 and ,3-
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Dr. Walker Feeds a Langur at Sikandra, Agra
Photos courtesy of Dr. Deborah Walker and Dr. Atindam Mukerjee. If you would like to share information about a trip (excursion, experience, etc.) our readers would be interested in, please let us know.
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Dr. Walker and crew: A "captive" audience at Andhra University.

Dr. Mukherjee observing langurs (or vice versa) at Sikandra, Agra.

Two young girls from a West Bengal Village.
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Tomb of Akbar at Sikandra, Agra

Shawna, Avery and young boys on the Bheemunipatnum beach in Andhra Pradesh.

Lake Palace Hotel, Udiapur

Sidewalk Artist on Park Street, Calcutta.
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Scene along the Jawaharal Nehru Road, Calcutta,
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View of Calcutta form the University of Calcutta.
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Th e L o n e s o m e P h i l o s o p h e r
back yard? Has anybody ever tried
By Phillip Yen
Welcome to the Philosopher's Cor to smoke a rose?
Did you know that nicotine is
ner. Philosopher's are simply people
who think too much and do too little used as an insecticide to kill com
about whatever it is they are think mon pests? Kinda brings new light
ing. In essence, a philosopher sets on the subject of smoking doesn't
out theories and ideas that tie us to it? Maybe instead of making a
possibilities without facts. If phi smokeless cigarette, they should go
losophers had facts, they would back to making all cigarettes with
become scientists, and wouldn t out filters. Then there would be less
have to argue so much to prove their trash pollution and smokers would
point. They also wouldn't be so do themselves in at such a rate that
shunned by others, who would they'd eventually go into extinction.
Do you think that's the real rea
rather not think too deeply upon the
son
behind filters anyway, noi that
reasons why things are the way they
are and not like something else that they gave you a smoother taste, but
would on the surface, seem to make that they keep you alive long
enough not to realize you are slowly
more sense.
being posioned to death? Cool...
For instance, why does mayon
naise come in large packets, catsup menthol taste that is.
Speaking of death, have you
in medium and mustard in small.
ever really read the ingredients that
Most people use more catsup than
go into making hot dogs and bolo
either mustard or mayonnaise, so
gna and if you have, why are you
why don't they make big packages
still eating them?
of catsup?
Hey, I have an idea! If millions
Why do people say that the sun
of Americans are trying to lose
rises and sets when it's actually the
weight, and millions of Africans are
earth that is moving?
trying to gain it, why not work out
Why is it that in nonhuman ani an exchange program so that Ameri
mals, the male is always more cans can go to Africa and get thin
brightly colored, but in human ani and Africans can come to America
mals it's always the female?
and gain weight. That would work,
If we all had cows as pets and wouldn't it.
cats grazed on pasture, would we all
Why would anyone pay some
eat cats and think eating cows was one else to help them lose weight?
cruel?
Why not just give all your money
Why is it that so many that say to a homeless person and then you
they are pro-choice choose not to couldn't afford to buy food.
abstain from sex and so many that
On that same note, why would
say they are pro-life choose to kill you pay someone to get a tan in
others to get their point across?
doors when you can get one out
Why is it that alcohol is legal doors for free?
I don't know. This world seems
and marijuana is not? If smoking
too
complicated
for me. You figure
roses made you high, could you get
arrested for growing them in your it out, I'm outa here.

ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
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Armstrong's Anthropology Club has
been very active this quarter. Student Of
ficers elected this quarter are: Chad Wil
son (Chief), Benito Taruffi (Sub-Chief),
Rebecca Jackson (Shaman), and Linda Awe
(Elder).
The Anthropology Club is currently
sponsoring a Food Drive for Social
Apostolate (a local organization that pro
vides food and clothing to homeless and
poor families). If you would like to con
tribute, please drop off canned or boxed
food and new or used clothing at 2-24 Vic
tor Hall by May 30th.
Mr. Robert Lessnau, a primatologist
from Wildlife Conservation Society, pre
sented a lecture to the Anthropology Club

\ A
. fl * U X A« - T nrnn A11 nir^nrCD/i Hi
on- May
9th. Mr Lessnau discussed his re
search and conservation efforts involving
primates on St. Catherines's Island, and his
plans for the Primate Social Behavior and
Ecology (ANT 308) course he will teach
this fall at ASC. Dr. Deborah Walker pre
sented a lecture, "Fieldwork in India," to
the Club on April 25th, describing her re
search in India and answering questions
from students regarding Indian culture.
The last meeting of the Anthropology
Club will be on Tuesday, May 28th from
1-2 in 201 Victor Hall. Dr. Walker will
present a brief lecture, "Scenes from In
dia," and students will plan summer and
fall activities for the club. All are invited
to join and attend.

ERIC CULBERSON
AND T//J-

EROK BAND
- -, —
iiiti

BASEBALL, BLUES & YOU!!!
By J. Dion Couch
Rock Me Productions is throwing another party and this one can't miss!
Tuesday June 11th is ASC Night with the Savannah Sand Gnats! The
Sand Gnats will provide the baseball and "ERIC CULBERSON and the
EROK BAND" will provide the blues! The gates open at 6:15 and game
time is 7:15. EROK will start around 6:30. The EROK BAND is
celebrating the release of their Kingsnake Records debut CD Blues Is
My Religion". A limited number of free tickets are available in the
Student Activities office.

FOR SQUIRRELS

Rock Me Productions and Armstrong State
College welcome Sony Recording artists,
For Squirrels, on Saturday, June 1 at 8:00
P.M. in the Armstrong State College Sports
Center arena. Mighty K.C. and 8:02 PM are
two of the singles off For Squirrels' success
ful debut album, Example. Ticket pricesare
$8 inadvance and $12at the door. Call 9275300 for more information.
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Lady Pirates Win Second Straight National Championship!
By Doug Chanco
The Armstrong State College Lady Pi
rates tennis team won the national
championship for the second time in
as many years. The pirates won all four
of their matches
(4-0,4-0,4-0,4-0), against some of the
best schools in the nation.
In th e first round the lady pirates
lead by Sa ndra van der Aa easily beat
Cal Poly-Pomona (4-0).
Individual match results:
No. 1 S andra van der Aa def.
Brenda Beyronneau 6-1, 6-2
No. 2 Jeanine Christian def.
Christa Brown 6-0, 6-0
No. 3 Monika Wisser def.
Lorena Rosales 6-1, 6-2
The rest of the single matches
(4,5,6) were suspended
Doubles match results:
No. 1 Christian-Wisser def.
Michelle Okada-Brown 8-0
No. 2 Sandra van der AaHiskia va n der Leij def. Suzy Nesbit
Beyronneau 8-2
No. 3 Schmeck-Katrin Bauersachs def. Liz Kozma-Rosales 8-1
In round two the lady pirates con
tinued their winning ways defeating
Presbyterian (4-0).
Individual match results:
No. 1 Sandra van der Aa def.
Robin Loveless 6-1, 6-0
No. 2 Christian def. Dawn
Dachelet 6-1,6-3
No. 3 Suspended
No. 4 Suspended
No. 5 Hiskia van der Leij def.
Dana Davis 6-0, 6-0
No. 6 Suspended
Doubles match results:
No. 1 Suspended
No. 2 Sandra wan der Aa-Van
Der Leij def. Loveless-Dachelet 8-2
No. 3 Schmeck-Katrin
Bauersachs def. def. Jennifer BrimDavis 8-0
The third round was no different
for the pirates as they blanketed Grand
Canyon 4-0.
Individual match results:
No. 1 Suspended
No. 2 Christian def. Kristin

Murphy 6-1,6-1
No. 3 Wisser def. Teina Vai 60, 6-3
No. 4 Schmeck def. Betsy
Cionca 6-2, 6-1
No. 5 Suspended
No. 6 Suspended
Doubles match results:
No. 1 Christian-Wisser def.
Courtney Rang-Cionca 8-4
No. 2 Van Der Leij-Sandra Van
der Aa def. Annie Lewington Valentin 8-4
No. 3 Suspended
The championship match between
ASC and Abilene was an easy one for
the pirates as they easily beat Abilene
Christian 4-0 to win their second Na
tional Championship.
Individual match results:
No. 1 Sandra Van DerAa def. Two time NCAA II National Champions at a congratulatory celebration in their honor
Alleno Cano 6-3, 6-1
No. 2 Christian def. Dannette
Jordan 6-3, 7-5
No. 3 Wisser def. Justine
Smith 6-4, 6-0
No. 4 Suspended
No. 5 Suspended
No. 6 Suspended
Doubles match results:
No. 1 C ano-Julie Mavity def.
Christian-Wisser 8-3
No. 2 Van DerLeij-Sandra Van
derAadef. Jordan-Charlotte Hones 9-8
No. 3 Schmeck-Katrin
Bauersachs def. Jennifer Helvey
Camille
The lady pirates tennis team fin
ished the year with a 17-3 record and a
final ITA ranking of No. 1. The team
is coached by Andreas Koth (5 th sea
son) and assistant coach Phillipp
Schertel (1st season). The lady pirates Coach Koth is interviewed by local media
consist of : Sandra van der Aa, Katrin
Katrin Bauersachs holds the team trophy
Bauersachs, Jeanine Christian, Hiskia
> van derLeij, Eva Madsen, Britta
Schmeck, Preeta Vijakumar, and
Monika Wisser. Next issue the pirates
men's tennis team results will be cov
ered.
Douglas Chanco willbe actingas the new
Sports Editor for the Inkwell. Heis look
The 1996
ing for sports writers to help cover all
events on campus. If you are interested
ARmscRong
in writing about sports for this paper,
contact Doug through us at 927-5351.
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AutaRds

Convocation

ThuRsday, CDay 30. 1996
7:00 pm
Jan Jones
Bairffirell of the Business Office is presented the
of DisS SewS Mr. Harrell correc tly paired the,most MJ. to famous person
alities to win this compact stereo system. Congratulations Mr. Harrell.

ASC Fine ARCS AudiroRium
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If it's good enough for Darwin...A student visits the Galopagos
maintenance took place in the hall of film. All I could hear were cam didn't know the answer, we would
usually say, "Oh, that's one of those
way. Needless to say, we all got ac eras automatically rewinding.
Day 2: Woke up in another bay Darwinian Galapagoses." We spent
quainted rather quickly.
We departed into the darkness that looked remarkably like the first a good deal of time looking at the
of the Pacific Ocean at 10 p.m. and one. We were instructed to grab our various finches because they were
gathered at the dining table for the snorkeling gear and get in the dingy a primary part of Darwin's famous
first of our daily conferences. so the captain could take us to an study, "The Origin of Species," in
By Doug Lansky
Teresa, our naturalist and guide, in off-shore rock formation. I, a mod which Darwin concluded that, for
College Press Service
troduced herself and the crew: one erately experienced scuba diver, did observational purposes, finches are
GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR— captain, one cook and one crew a little back flop out of the dingy, the most boring birds on the face of
•"
A trip to the Galapagos Islands is man—we all forgot their names adjusted my mask and found my this planet.
Day 6: Saw a small school of
like an aquatic version of the Afri immediately. Teresa explained the self face-to-face with an adult, 700dolphins,
two killer whales and
can Safari and, as a Swiss traveler rules of the voyage: It is illegal to pound male sea lion with fangs the
who had just returned explained to go ashore without a guide; it is ille size of permanent markers. What some sharks. We did not go snor
me, "instead of sitting in the safety gal to venture off the paths; it is il happened next is difficult to explain. keling. That evening we finished
and comfort of a safari van watch legal to smoke on the islands; it is All I know is that I was sitting back our weeklong hearts tournament—
ing dangerous animals, you put on illegal to touch any of the animals. in the boat about a nanosecond later. one of the Dutch couples won.
Day 7: Arrived back at port.
snorkeling gear and jump into the Any questions? Good. Get some Somehow, like a cartoon character,
Hugs
and teary good-byes ensued
water with dangerous animals."
I had jumped out of the water and
sleep.
It sounded just fine to me, but I
Day 1: Woken by Teresa at 7 sprinted three steps to the boat. My before we forked over a monstrous
knew the biggest challenge was go a.m. to the smell of bacon and cof heart was pumping for all it was tip for Teresa and the crew because
ing to be paying the $350 airfare fee. There wasn't much of either, but worth. Teresa laughed and assured the guidebook said we were sup
from Quito, plus the $650 fee for they smelled great. The boat was me that we were well out of this posed to.
Even with the tip, it was well
one week on a tour boat—the cheap anchored in the Southwest bay of bull's territory so he had no reason
worth
the price, especially since I
est going rate.
Espaola Island. While we ate break to attack. He was just, she ex
had paid a total of $675, more than
An Ecuadorian airline agent fast, Teresa held up a picture-board plained, checking me out.
30
percent less than everyone else
said I could save $50 by flying from and showed us which animals we Day 3: Got seasick. Puked all day.
Guayaquil (an eight-hour bus ride were going to see: mostly finches,
Day 4: Went swimming with on the boat—a secret I didn't bother
from Quito for $3) and take my frigates and boobies. (Don't look at playful sea lions and penguins. We to share with them. Darwin would
chances bargaining directly with a me; I didn't make up the names.)
then boarded the dingy and went to have been proud: the survival of the
tour boat captain. So I took the bus
We took a dingy to shore and find some Galapagos turtles. We thriftiest.
and hopped the cheaper plane. I ar were greeted by a beach full of sea came upon two enormous turtles
rived at the Galapagos airport, an lions sunning themselves. Wecould mating on the surface of the water, Know Before You Go:
oversized thatched bungalow, with walk within two meters of the fe and Teresa said we were very lucky • "The Enchanted Islands: The
out a clue or a tour. A customs offi males and babies before getting to find this, so we sat there very Galapagos Discovered," by John
cial was charging $60 per tourist overpowered by their B.0. Besides, quietly and watched them you- Hickman. Tanager Books, 1985.
visa—and everyone had to buyone. they would yelp at us if w e got too know-what. It was like a porno • "Boobies, Iguanas & Other
From the airport, I tooka bus to close. Teresa reminded us that if we graphic episode of Animal King* Critters:Nature's Story in the
a ferry to another bus and arrived touched the babies, their mothers dom. After 15 minutes we expected Galapagos," By Linda Lambert
"downtown" 45 minutes later. It was would abandon them and they Teresa to row us away, but she kept Litteral. American Kestrel Press,
the sort of downtown you might would die.
watching. And the turtles kept do 1994.
expect to find at a small ski resort:
The trail we were supposed to ing what they were doing. And we • "Blue-footed Booby: Bird of the
lots of overpriced boutiques selling walk on didn't look much like a started feeling like voyeurs. And Galapagos" by Nicholas Millhouse.
T-shirts, postcards and film. I asked trail. It was a tiny, inconspicuous Teresa kept us sitting there. And the Walker, 1986.
around the harbor and found a cap path marked by small sticks and turtles began making turtle love • "A Visit to Galapagos," by
tain who had one place available on rocks. The blue-footed boobies (big noises. And this became very funny. Katie Lee. H.N. Abrams, 1994.
his boat. After some haggling, I duck-like birds with bright blue And Teresa was looking very seri Guidebooks:
landed a week tour for more than feet) were making their nests right ous. And we began turning blue • "Ecuador and the Galapagos Is
$300 less than anything available in in the middle of the path. We from trying not to laugh. And the lands: A Travel Survival Kit-3rd
Quito.
couldn't leave the path and we turtles kept going. And, finally, as Edition," by Rob Rachowiecki.
We—two Germans, a Dane, an couldn't touch them, so our only if on cue, we all erupted in uncon Lonely Planet Publications, 1992.
English couple and a Dutch four choice was to step over them—and trollable laughter. And Teresa got
• Galapagos-Voyagers Interna
some—all checked into the boat that the birds didn't seem to mind. I'm upset. And the turtles, who had re
tional
http://www.voyagers/
evening; there were five cabins with not much of a bird watcher, but the ally been good sports about this,
galapago.htm
bunk beds. To call these cabins whole sport became much more disengaged and dove under.
small would be imprecise. They appealing when they parked their
Day 5: Stopped taking so many
were minute. There was not enough nests in a place I could see without pictures. We were getting pretty
room to stand up, bend over, or turn binoculars. My group went berserk good at identifying the animals,
around. We had to back out of the with their 35 mm cameras. They put most of them being Darwin some
cabins the same way we went in. their lenses three inches in front of thing or Galapagos something.
And the bathroom was even smaller, a boobie and took about five rolls When Teresa quizzed us and we
so changing clothes and hygiene
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Medical Students Urged To Not
Take Part In Dog Experiments
By Colleen DeBaise
College Press Service
Harvard. Yale, Columbia and
DENVER—The dog first is anes Stanford universities—have stopped
thetized. Then, its body is cut open dog labs, he said. The Physicians
so that medical students can observe Committee for Responsible Medicine
how its beating heart and healthy kid is targeting top-ranked Johns Hopkins
neys will react when certain drugs are University, which still requires it for
injected.
first-year medical students.
Once the procedure is over, the
Dr. Richard Krugman, dean of the
dog is too mutilated to be saved. Like UC medical school, said dog labs are
a pair of used rubber gloves, the dog an excellent teaching method and
is thrown into a trash bag.
should not be discontinued simply be
Though to some it may sound in cause of the action of other schools.
humane, the procedure is practiced by
"I do believe it is a fundamental
nearly two-thirds of the nation's 125 right of our faculty to set its curricu
medical schools. At some schools, lum," he said. "Our faculty believe
such as the University of Colorado, they're educationally important."
the "dog lab" is a required part of the
On course evaluations each year,
curriculum—a fatal experiment that "the overwhelming majority of our
proponents call an important learn students have said the labs are won
ing tool for students.
derful," he said.
At least one group, the Physicians
But while the new policy allows
Committee for Responsible Medi students with religious objections to
cine, has expressed its outrage by tak opt out of the lab, those who object
ing out newspapers ads encouraging for other reasons, such as animal
first-year \JC medical students to skip rights, still must take part in the dog
the d og lab in their March physiol lab, he added.
ogy class.
"As long as the faculty and stu
"The ad points out that Colorado dents say this is good education," the
students have a choice and they dog labs will continue at the UC
should exercise that," said David medical school, he said. "I can hon
Wasser, communications director for estly say out of the last six years, there
the Washington-based physicians have been three students who really
group that promotes alternatives to have felt strongly about it."
animal experiments.
At the same time, Wasser said
Last year, the UC medical school many students have called his office,
was for ced to pay $95,000 to Bud praising the ad campaign. Not many
dhist student Safia Rubaii, who said med students, however, have planned
dog experiments were against her re to seek an alternative to the lab, he
ligion. As part of the settlement, the added.
"Many students may not do so,
school agreed to change its policy,
allowing students to opt out of the lab for fear of reprisal from their teach
ers," he said.
if they had similar objections.
Dr. Madeleine Jacobs, a 1984
The ad prepared by the physi
graduate
of the University of Colo
cians group says: "For the first time
ever, students at the University of rado medical school, says she remem
Colorado have a choice. We hope bers the dog lab well.
"It was really a pretty traumatic
they use it. Personal ethics matter."
Wasser said the group objects to experiment for me," recalls Jacobs,
the dog lab because students can learn who practices family medicine out
just as much about physiology side of Colorado Springs. "I now feel
through textbooks and computer that it is pretty unethical for the data
you get out of it. It didn't really add
simulations.
"They're not doing anything to my education."
Although Jacobs said she has a
groundbreaking," Wasser said. Also,
great
deal of respect for the UC teach
the alternatives are more cost-effec
tive and can be repeated, he argues. ers, she doesn't think they should
"Unlike computer programs, dog labs force students to take the lab. "It is
are a one-shot event. If a student stressful, for quite a few of the stu
misses s omething, you can't revive dents," she said. "If they don't feel
comfortable with it, they shouldn't be
the dog," he said.
The top medical schools— doing it."
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Antiques
Children have always liked toys
with wheels, and the push and pull
toys of past centuries sell for high
prices today.
Bell-ringer toys were favored by
many 19th century children. The
wheeled toy was made so a bell rang
as the toy was pulled across the floor.
Cast-iron toys were made with not
only bells but also parts that moved
up and down as the toy was pulled.
Most of the bell ringers of the mid1800s were made in Connecticut.
The first wheeled bell toy was a
simple bell on wheels that rang when
the toy was pushed. By 1885,
toymakers had created animated bell
ringers that featured horses and
riders, costumed children, Jonah and
the whale, cartoon characters and
animals.
J&E Stevens, the well-known
maker of cast-iron mechanical
banks, made several unusual bell
toys. One showed Columbus and his
men on a ship with a ringing bell.
An even more ingenious toy made
by J&E Stevens in 1893 was the
"Evening News Baby Quieter." A
man is shown lying on a chaise
lounge with a baby on his leg. He has
a newspaper in one hand, a rattle in
the other. When the toy is pulled, the
bells ring and the baby bounces up
and down on the man's leg. This rare
painted iron toy sold for $2,070 two
years ago.

Q. We have a set of 50 7-Up cans
I collected during the 1976 bicen
tennial. Are they rare?
A. In 1976, 7-Up packaged its soft
drink in special cans to celebrate the
United States' 200th birthday. The
cans are numbered 1 through 50.
Each can pictures a state and gives
the date that it became a part of the
Union, its capital city, and its nick
name with the slogan, "United We
Stand."
On the back of each can is a part of
a picture. If you stack cans 1 through
50 in a pyramid, a picture of Uncle
Sam appears.
The bicentennial set was dis
tributed nationwide. Individual cans
are valued at $2 to $3.
***

TIP: To remove verdegris — the
green mold that forms on metal —
from custome jewelry, mix equal
amounts of mayonnaise and
ketchup. Rub it on and quickly
remove it. Wash.
Try again and leave it on longer
if the treat treatment didn't work.
Don't use on pieces with pearls.
***
Your antiques are worth money.
Learn 50,000 up-to-date prices for
more than 500 categories of antiques
and collectibles in the Kovels' Anti
ques and Collectibles Price List. The
book includes hundreds of factory his
tories, illustrations and tips for care of
your collection. It's available at
bookstores, or send $14 plus $3 for
postage to: Price Book, Box 22900,
Beachwood, OH 44122.
©1996 by King Features Synd.
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Free Admission

Y'shua...Your
Messiah!!
A Film of Y'shua is being shown

May 24th at 7 p.m.
At 220S East DeRenne Ave.
(side building near large parking
lot.)

Bring your friends that have
questions regarding their
Messiah
Questions and
discussion after the
film are welcomed
Refreshments will
be served
Questions? Call
351-0901
This is a paid advertisement

<ST

The Inkwell

Beach

Pounding Brews takes on the Red Necks at Beach Bash 1996
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Jason Herndon, Chair of Open Door Productions, discusses game plan line-up with
Committe Member Christy Nolin

The Inkwell

Marsh Walk
The Skidaway Island Marine Foun
dation is sponsoring the third in a
series of Spring Marsh Walks. The
Walk will be hosted by Marine Bi
ologist Dr. Charles Berlin on Satur
day, May 25 at 5 P.M. Those inter
ested should meet in front of the
Aquarium on the north end of
Skidaway Island. Wear old clothes
and bring insect repellent. Bring
binoculars and cameras if you wish.
There is no charge and reservations
are not necessary. The walk lasts
about 1 to 1 1/2 hours. For infor
mation call 598-2325.

Organization
Recruiting Minorities
For Internships
This Summer
INROADS, a nationwide career
development organization for mi
norities, is currently recruiting for
interns to work with several local
businesses during the summer quar
ters. The rate of pay ranges from
$6.50 - $14.00 per hour depending
upon the business the student is
placed with. The intern works 40
hours per week during the summer
quarter (student needs to be able to
work two consecutive summers).
INROADS staff will be interview
ing candidates on Thursday, May
20. Please refer interested candi
dates to the Office of Career Ser
vices ASAP to pick up an applica
tion.
Criteria to participate: Business
or Liberal Arts majors; 3.0 GPA or
higher; Freshman, Sophomore, or
early Junior status; African Ameri
can, Native American, or Asian
American status.

rhe Atlanta High Museum of Art
s offering a special admission price
hrough June. The museum has temDorarily closed its 3rd and 4th floors
;o prepare for the installation of
'Rings: Five Passions in World
Art," the special exhibitiion being
planned in conjunction with the
Olympic Games Cultural Olym
piad. Visitors to the museum from
now until June 23rd pay only $2 for
Adults. Children 6 and under are
admitted Free of Charge.
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Announcements
Students who do not wish to be
listed in the
1996-97 edition of the

Students Illustrated
Directory
must notify the Student Activities Office
(927-5300) By Wednesday, May 29.

RSC Sports Camps
It's that time again! If you have a
child between the ages of 5 and 16,
you might consider letting them at
tend one of several sports camps at
ASC this summer. The season be
gins with the Griff Mills Basketball
Camp from 9 - 12 on June 10 -14.

SAFE Shelter presents.....
SHOWTIME...A Fun
Variety Show
to benefit SAFE Shelter
Date: May 30,1996 Time: 8:00 P.M.
Place: Jewish Educational Alli
ance, 5111 Abercorn Street.
AdvanceTickets: $12.50
At the Door: $15.00
Call Missi Blakely at 234-9999 or
Lois Lanpher at 598- 0893 or
Fran William at 355-5557
A few of the performances you will
see include: The Doris Martin
Dancers, Pinpoint Gospeliars, A
Ballet Spoof, Angela Beasley's
Pupets with Mayor Adams, and
Jody Chapin, Brad Huffines and
Scott Pierce in a Weatherman Skit.

This event is one you will not want
to miss! Come enjoy the fun and
help Savannah support a worthy
The ASC All Sports Camps be cause t?

gin June 17th for children ages 6 13 and run from 8:30 - 4:30 for two
weeks.
There will be baseball, basket
ball, volleyball, cheerleading and
dance camps this summer.

The ASC Wind Ensemble will
perform a free concert on Tues
day, May 28th at 8:00 P.M. in the
Fine Arts Auditorium.

JOBS:Part-hma

For a complete and updated listing of Full and Parttime job offerings for ASC students, visit the career
library in the MCC building next to Student Affairs.

Graduating?
Don't forget to apply.
Fall Quarter deadline:

August 6

Pick up application In the Registrar's Office.
Take signed application and graduation fee ($35) to the cashier

Graduate Education Fair

The School of Graduate Studies is sponsoring a graduate education fair on Tuesday, May 28,
1996. The fair will be held in the faculty dining room and lounge area of Memorial Student
Center from 11 ;00 am to 1:00 pm and 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm. Faculty representatives from the
following graduate degree programs will be present:

Master of Arts: History
Master of Science: Criminal Justice
Master of Health Science
Master of Science in Nursing
Master of Education
Elementary Education
Middle Grades Education
Special Education
• Behavior Disorders
• Learning Disabilities
• Speech/Language Pathology
Secondary Education
• Business Education
• English Education
• Mathematics Education
• Science Education
• Social Science Education

Master of Science in Physical Therapy
Representatives will also be present from the
office of financial aid and the graduate admis
sions.
Program material, applications for graduate
school, test information, graduate assistantship
applications, and other financial aid informa
tion will also be available.
Undergraduate students are encouraged to visit
the graduate education fair, talk with graduate
faculty, and have some refreshments!

Servers & cashiers - Fairmont Steakhouse; apply in
person.
Front Counter worker - 5 Star Cleaners. Phone for
interview 925-7755, ask for Linda Thumb. 7 a.m. 12 noon.
Telemarketer - Olan Mills. Phone for interview 3522119, ask for Melinda. 5-9 p.m.; over $8.00 per hour.
Childcare Worker - Sonshine Learning Center.
Phone for interview 927-7775, ask for Brenda. 12:45
- 6 p.m.
Various positions - Piggly Wiggly. Phone for more
information 800-243-9880, ask for Ron Sayer.
Data Entry - Av eritt Express. Phone for interview
748-6377, ask for Mike Russell or Michelle Connors.
$7 - $7.25 per hour; 5-10 p.m.
Landscaping and Irrigation - Grants Landscaping.
Will train, must have own truck, $5.00 per hour. Phone
352-8185 for more information.
Various positions - Burger King. Phone or apply in
person, Mercy Blvd. Ask for Mr. Javier or Eddie.
Retail sales - Mascot Pecan Company, Inc. Hours 49 p.m. at candy cart in Oglethorpe Mall. Hourly wage
plus bonus. Call Melita or Kenny at 654-3986 - eve
nings.
Retail sales - Nordictrack. Apply in person, ask for
Gary, Savannah Mall.
Warehouse worker - J.C. Specialty Foods. Ask for
Joel Coffee at 233-3035.
25 hours per week. $7.00 per hour.
Servers - Applebees. Apply in person, ask for man
agement. 20-25 hours per week.
Sales - Lemer New York. Flexible hours. $4.50 per
hour.
Lifeguard - Southbridge Phone 651-5400 and ask
for Wendy.
Clerical - St. Joe's Rehab Center. Phone Karen
Streuding at 927-5106.
10-20 hours per week.
Courier - DHL Worldwide Express. Apply in person
at 517 Bourne Avenue, Garden City, ask for Gary
Albany. Pay:$8.20 per hour. 3-8 p.m. Must be able to
lift 70 lbs. and be 19 years of age.

Summer:
3 Lifeguards; Skidaway Island - contact Barty Ellis
at 598-2300 ASAP.
Many other summer positions available.

The Inkwell
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Natasha's Stars

MagicMaze
FAMOUS NAMES
IN AVIATION
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The Gathering http://www.takeme.com
scholarships, academic & career resources,
internships, sports, news, entertainment,
travel, music, debates and 1,000's of links.
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
Armstrong
Beech
Bellanca
Boeing

Cessna
Curtiss
Doolittle
Douglas

Fairchild
Fokker
Hughes
Lear

Lindbergh
Wright
Yeager

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS
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ARIES (March 21 to April 19) A
cycle of increased popularity begins
for you this week. Later in the week,
you'll be looking to do something
different in terms of entertainment
and socializing. This weekend,
though, you may become impatient
with a loved one.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
This week brings new insights about
a financial concern. A cycle
favorable to your work interests
begins early in the week and con
tinues for some time to come. Some
worker.
thing at home could upset you over
SCORPIO (October 23 to
thf* wpfkpnH
November 21) Your communicative
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) The
skills come to the fore now and in the
weeks just ahead will bring major
coming weeks. You'll be reaching
business developments. However,
important agreements midweek, but
this week you may have the urge to
be sure to check out the fine print. Be
redecorate or do something to spiff
patient with co-workers on the job.
up your abode. Be sure this isn't too
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
costly since your budget could be
December 21) You could be signing
strained.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) an important document in the near
You'll have more time to spend with future, and you'll also defuse tension
children or a romantic interest in the with a competitor. Distant matters
coming weeks, thanks to a let-up in prosper this week, but keep peace
your hectic schedule. This week, too, with loved ones over the weekend.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
brings happy social developments.
January 19) Chances to improve
Drive carefully if traveling.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) A new your income will arise in the weeks
cultural interest fascinates you early just ahead. A new approach leads to
in the week. Midweek, a new adviser career gains this week, but be sure
could enter your life which could this is more conservative than radi
prove quite beneficial for you. Enjoy cal. This weekend, you don't see
eye-to-eye with your mate.
social visits over the weekend, but
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
avoid a romantic spat.
February 18) You'll be more sure of
VIRGO (August 23 to September
yourself in the coming weeks, In
22) You could find yourself much
fact, a new start will be on your agen
involved with home improvements
da. This week, the accent is on team
in the weeks ahead. Persistence leads
work, both at home and at work.
to a career success this week, but try
Don't force issues with a friend this
not to be too overbearing. Avoid
weekend.
squabbles about money this
PISCES (February 19 to March
weekend.
20) A humanitarian interest could
LIBRA (September 23 to October
take up more of your time in the
22) You'll have more money at your
coming weeks than you'd an
disposal in the weeks just ahead, but
ticipated. An early-week inspiration
don't let this tempt you into an un
leads to a full week of productivity.
wise spending spree. This week is
Be tactful with superiors.
productive on the job, but you'll
©1996 by King Features Synd.
need to use tact with a difficult co

